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1. Introduction
A lot of attention has been directed to deep neural networks (DNN), with numerous breakthroughs on both lowlevel computer-vision applications, such as image superresolution [8] and denoising [4, 15, 40], and high-level classification [11, 21], recognition [32] and detection [37].
Training neural networks (NNs) for computer-vision applications often requires a large amount of diverse training data for the NN to learn its features and to generalize
Demo code and models are available at https://github.com/
feihuzhang/MLNN.
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Data diversity in terms of types, styles, as well as radiometric, exposure and texture conditions widely exists
in training and test data of vision applications. However,
learning in traditional neural networks (NNs) only tries to
find a model with fixed parameters that optimize the average
behavior over all inputs, without using data-specific properties. In this paper, we develop a meta-level NN (MLNN)
model that learns meta-knowledge on data-specific properties of images during learning and that dynamically adapts
its weights during application according to the properties of
the images input. MLNN consists of two parts: the dynamic supplementary NN (SNN) that learns meta-information
on each type of inputs, and the fixed base-level NN (BLNN)
that incorporates the meta-information from SNN into its
weights at run time to realize the generalization for each
type of inputs. We verify our approach using over ten network architectures under various application scenarios and
loss functions. In low-level vision applications on image
super-resolution and denoising, MLNN has 0.1∼0.3 dB improvements on PSNR, whereas for high-level image classification, MLNN has accuracy improvement of 0.4∼0.6%
for Cifar10 and 1.2∼2.1% for ImageNet when compared to
convolutional NNs (CNNs). Improvements are more pronounced as the scale or diversity of data is increased.
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Figure 1: Using image super-resolution (Sec. 4) to illustrate the
benefit of dynamic model adaptation to inputs. Left: Test errors for
each type of inputs with a mixture of nature images (solid lines)
and screenshots (dashed lines) as training data. Our MLNN (red
lines) with model adaptation performs better than training with
static manual classification (orange lines) and original CNNs without data classification (blue lines). Right: Training and testing results for a mixture of five types of images.

them to unseen inputs. These diversities include those at the
image-level (such as type, style and radiometric), regionlevel (smooth or textured), and pixel/patch-level (such as
noise, location and artifact).
Traditional NNs are trained by maximizing an objective
based on a loss function across all training data in order to
find a model with fixed structure and weights. It optimizes
the average behavior across all training data, without specializing to their variations. NNs with fixed structure and
weights may under-perform when compared to NNs that
can dynamically adapt to training data. Fig. 1 shows reduced errors when we manually classify training data into
multiple classes according to their meta-level differences,
and train each to learn a unique model. Obviously, such
an approach is onerous. In some low-level vision tasks in
which each pixel is an input as well as a target, it is impossible to manually classify them. Alternatively, we can train
a second classifier to categorize the data before selecting
the proper model. Its drawback is that it is hard for the new
classifier to accurately classify every input, leading to possibly an improper model selected. Moreover, the number of
classes is unknown and can be infinitely many.
To address the problem of simultaneous automatic classification and dynamic model selection with generalization,
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Figure 2: Proposed meta-learning NN (MLNN) using SNN (with
ω0 weights and ω2 outputs) and BLNN (with ω weights).

we propose to use meta-learning to integrate the two steps
together. Meta-learning systems [39] adapt to specific situations by dynamically searching for the best learning strategy
in response to data diversity. It differs from base-level learning (like CNNs) in terms of adaptation: meta-level learning
studies how to choose the right model dynamically, as opposed to base-level learning whose model is fixed with a
priori assumptions (or inductive bias [26]).
Fig. 2 depicts our proposed meta-learning NN (MLNN).
The top supplementary NN (SNN) with a small number of
weights ω0 (around 5∼10% of ω) learns and outputs metalevel information ω2 to the base-level NN (BLNN) that uses it as part of its weights. The SNN is a traditional NN
that abstracts meta-information ω2 important for the BLNN
to adapt to different inputs. The BLNN maintains generalization using ω1 as in traditional NN, as well as metainformation ω2 from SNN for dynamic input adaptation.
Our experience shows that the system can be trained by
backward propagation and achieves far better performance
when compared to traditional CNNs, especially on complex
problems with large data diversity.
In this paper, we focus on realizing MLNN and study
its behaviors in several high- and low-level computer vision
applications. Significant improvements were found in our
experiments on comparing MLNN with traditional CNNs
using training and test data with significant diversities.

2. Related Work
2.1. Meta-Learning
In applications with diverse features, it is desirable to
have algorithms that dynamically adapt to input features
[30, 34, 35]. Meta-learning [23, 33] is an approach that focuses on learning the characteristics of a problem or its inputs and that allows the system to select a suitable model for new or unseen scenarios. By accumulating metaknowledge [39], meta-learning systems build self-adaptive
learners using algorithms that improve their bias dynamically.
Many existing approaches combine known models into
a system and use meta-knowledge to select a proper model.
Chan et al. [5] proposed to combine the results of multiple
learning algorithms, each applied to a different set of train-

ing data, in order to adapt to diverse situations. Alexandros
et al. [1] used decision trees as inducers at the meta level
and mapped dataset characteristics to inducer performance
in order to adapt inducers to datasets. Ali et al. [2] used
meta-learning in automatic kernel selection for support vector machines. Ferrari et al. [10] developed a new method on
distance-based problem characterization and ranking combination for selecting clustering algorithms.
When applied to NNs, existing meta-learning approaches can be used to select among learned models in different
scenarios. Such an approach is inadequate because it is hard
to enumerate all possible cases, and an incorrect selection
may result in even worse performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach that integrates
meta-knowledge into NN learning and that realizes selection and learning together. This integration avoids the segregation of the accumulation of incomplete meta-knowledge
and the learning of general characteristics of inputs.

2.2. Dynamic Neural Networks
Dynamic learning has been studied for a long time. Recent work explored the idea of introducing more flexibility in the network structure and their weights. Jaderberg et
al. [14] proposed the Spatial Transformer that allows the spatial manipulation of data in a NN. Kalchbrenner et al. [18]
proposed structure-dynamic k-Max Pooling in order to handle input sentences of varying lengths.
There were recent studies on weight-dynamic NNs. Noh
et al. [27] introduced a layer to generate dynamic outputs
and to supply them as parameters of another fully connected
layer. Klein et al. [19] designed a dynamic convolutional
layer and used it for short-range weather prediction. Bert
and Xu et al. [16] proposed dynamic filter networks that
generated different filters with adaptive weights.
These weight-dynamic as well as traditional NNs are actually special cases of our model in Fig. 2. Our model
consists of three parts: SNN with ω0 for extracting metainformation from inputs, ω1 in BLNN for generalization
across inputs, and ω2 output by SNN for dynamic adaptation in BLNN to different inputs. Noh et al.’s dynamic
fully-connected layer [27], Klein et al.’s dynamic convolutional layer [19] and Xu et al.’s dynamic filter [16] all assume ω1 = ∅, whereas traditional CNNs assume ω2 = ∅.
To get similar modeling power as CNNs with ω, Klein et
al. [19] and Noh et al. [27] need a complex ω0 to generate
enough parameters (ω2 ) to run the convolutional computation. As a result, the size of the model is often too large for
existing back propagation solvers, leading to overfitting or
getting stuck in local minima. For example, when we implement the dynamic convolutional layer [19] for image superresolution [8] with three convolutional layers, the network
needs a hundred times of parameters in order to construct a
structure comparable to the original CNNs. Such a network
4345

can easily get stuck into an all-zero local minimum, and the
memory for storing hidden layers increases quadratically.
In contrast, Bert et al. [16] tried to control model complexity by limiting ω0 in order to avoid over-fitting. However, it comes at the cost of performance, since only a few
parameters in ω2 can be generated. The resulting parameters can only be used for simple 1D or 2D filters that are
not as powerful as the original 3D convolutional layer for
feature extraction. In our experiments, we observed a 10%
degradation when compared to the original CNN method.
Some methods use a small number of weights to predict the remaining weights [7], whereas MLNN uses a small
number of parameters to learn meta-knowledge and makes
some weights dynamic. There are teacher-student networks [3, 31] with a similar guided scheme to improve modeling
power or learning capability. However, none tried to realize
the dynamic behavior of their filter kernels. In short, traditional NNs cannot dynamically adapt to diverse inputs and
only achieve good average performance across all inputs.
Hence, it may perform well in one case but not in another.

dependent of input. That is, all inputs share the same model
despite their individual features.

3.1. Learning Meta-Knowledge
In contrast to traditional NNs, we propose to learn metaknowledge in order to increase our model’s flexibility. Since
no model can perform well under all situations, it is best to
use a design that selects the best model for each case. We
integrate selection and generalization together by combining the learned meta-knowledge into the model itself.
Let F(Xi ) (ω2 in Fig. 2) be the learned meta-knowledge
for Xi , where F is the function to be learned (the function
form of ω0 in Fig. 2). To combine F into the original convolutional model, we split it into two parts as follows.
F(Xi ) = {Fw (Xi ), Fb (Xi )}.

We then combine F into the two parts of Eq. (1) by the simple dot product and addition.
Yi = [Fw (Xi ) · W]Xi + [Fb (Xi ) + b]
(3)
where Wi = Fw (Xi ) · W; bi = Fb (Xi ) + b.

2.3. Dynamic Adaptation in Vision Applications
In low-level vision applications, such as image denoising [4] and super-resolution [8, 13], the objective is to improve image quality. To get similar or better results when
compared to non-learning based methods, the NNs used
must be able to precisely manipulate each pixel. When each
pixel is a target, it is much more complex considering the diverse conditions involved. Although one solution is to use
different models in smooth and textured regions, it is not as
flexible as pixel-level meta-learning networks.
Unlike low-level vision tasks, NN models for high-level
vision applications, such as image classification [21], detection [29] and recognition [32], are usually complex with
millions of parameters and hundreds of layers. These models are designed to have good classification ability for handling possibly different view angles, resolutions and object locations. However, they would hit a performance ceiling even when the number of parameters and layers is increased. Moreover, future applications may involve complex or even mixtures of different kinds of images, rather
than only nature images. In such applications, an effective
scene-level meta-learning network would be essential.

3. Supplementary Meta-Learning Network
In implementing BLNN in Fig. 2 directly as a traditional
NN like CNN, output Yi for input Xi can be computed using W (convolutional filter) and b (bias vector) as follows:
Yi = W · Xi + b.

(1)

In traditional NNs, the solver optimizes an average behavior
over input X = {X0 , ..., Xn } to result in fixed W and b in-

(2)

The meta-knowledge introduced in Eq. (3) allows different situations to be classified accordingly, whereas the
fixed part {W, b} in Eq. (1) enables generalization of each
class to unseen cases. The model is unique and can adapt to
different inputs, as the meta-knowledge captured by SNN
through ω0 and realized as {Fw , Fb } will change with different inputs. Since the learning of both parts is done simultaneously in our model, the classification and generalization
of each input can be realized in an integrated manner.

3.2. Matrix Setting
We discuss in this subsection the setting of {Fw , Fb } in
Eq. (3). For {W, b} in ω1 , we assume W to be an N × M
matrix, and b, an N × 1 vector. To keep the matrix sizes
consistent, we set {Fw (Xi ), Fb (Xi )} in ω2 as an N × N
matrix and an N × 1 vector, respectively.
Since the output of Fb is an N × 1 vector that can be
easily learned, we focus on Fw . Learning such a function
is expensive as it needs many new parameters to fit Fw as
well as N 2 memory to store intermediate and final outputs.
To reduce the burden in learning, we need to simplify Fw
by reducing the number of elements in ω2 . There are three
possibilities here: a) using a matrix with repeated elements,
like a circulant matrix, b) choosing a matrix with special
element distribution, like each row satisfying the Gaussian
distribution that requires learning its mean and standard deviation, c) employing a sparse matrix.
We encountered some difficulties when using the first two alternatives. We observe that convergence is not stable during learning, with a speed that is slower than that of
the original CNNs and learning can easily get stuck in local
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Figure 3: Image supper resolution (Sec. 4) used to illustrate
the effect of bandwidth on loss values. The graph plots the performance (loss values) of different trained network architectures
(Arcs 1-3) as a function of bandwidth.
minima. This could be caused by the dependence of matrix
elements that counteract each other. For example, in a convolutional model, each element can be used to adjust more
than one filters.
We, therefore, focus on using sparse matrices with independent elements. Learning in this case is more efficient as
the number of elements is small, although its complexity is
highly affected by the structure of Fw (Xi ).
To better utilize the learned meta-knowledge, it is
obvious that Fw (Xi ) should have full rank, namely,
rank(Fw (Xi )) = N . For Wi = (w1 , ..., wn )T , we know
that rank(Wi ) ≤ rank(Fw (Xi )). If rank(Fw (Xi )) < N ,
then there exists j 6= k such that wk = αwj , which
makes wk homogeneous with wj and contributes nothing
new to the model. For example, in an extreme case where
rank(Fw (Xi )) = 1, (N − 1)/N of the elements in Wi are
redundant because all the N filters are homogeneous. This
setting performs no better than directly using a 1 × M matrix as Wi . During learning, although we cannot control the
values of the weights, we can eliminate redundant information in Fw (Xi ) to reduce the complexity in learning.
In sparse matrices, a band matrix is a special case with
full rank regardless of bandwidth. We, therefore, use a band
matrix to implement Fw (Xi ), as it has full rank and learning
complexity can be controlled by adjusting its bandwidth.
A band matrix has many good properties when realizing
DNNs. Firstly, we only need to learn no more than 3N (resp. 5N ) parameters for a 1-band (resp. 2-band) matrix. Secondly, learning is fast and memory efficient, since band matrices lend themselves to more efficient computations than
dense ones. Lastly, band matrices have full rank and are
more effective in utilizing the learned elements when compared to other sparse matrices.
When implementing the output of Fw as a band matrix,
its bandwidth will significantly affect the speed, memory
usage and accuracy in learning. When bandwidth is increased, more elements will need to be learned and the SNN
becomes more complex. Limited by the ability of back
propagation, it will soon lead to either over-fitting or getting
stuck in local minima. Fig. 3 illustrates this phenomenon in

The original Eq. (3) is not flexible when used in DNNs.
In this subsection, we simplify the model by employing
simple transformations to Fw and Fb to facilitate its implementation in existing deep-learning platforms. We first assume Fw (Xi ) and Fb (Xi ) to be near linear transformation
of Xi , which can be implemented by several convolutional
layers. Since Fb has no fixed form, we give it a new form:
Fb (Xi ) = [(Fw (Xi ) − I) · b]T + F′b (Xi ).

(4)

Note that F′b (Xi ) and [(Fw (Xi ) − I) · b]T can be treated as
a base shift vector. In that case, F′b (Xi ) is still dynamic to
inputs but now becomes the target of learning. As the original Fb and Fw are learned as a set of convolutional layers,
F′b can also be learned using these layers.
By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we have
Yi = Fw (Xi ) · (WXi + b) + F′b (Xi ).

(5)

We further introduce a linear transformation of Xi to
Fw (Xi ) and F′b (Xi ),
′′

Yi = F′w (WXi + b) · (WXi + b) + Fb (WXi + b)
where Fw (Xi ) = F′w (W · Xi + b)

(6)

′′

and F′b (Xi ) = Fb (W · Xi + b).
As indicated above, the fixed part WXi + b in Eq’s (5)(6) can be implemented by convolutional layers. In this
′′
paper, we assume that F′w , F′b and Fb can all be fitted by
some convolutional layers. We further restrict the values
of F′w (Xi ) in a range (−1,1) or (0,1) using an activation
function like T anh or Sigmoid. This approach helps limit
the search space and improves convergence, while avoiding
getting stuck in local minima. Finally, the outputs of F′w are
reshaped to the required band matrices.
Fig. 4 shows that WXi +b can be achieved in BLNN with
ω1 . We further implement SNN using two sub-branches for
′′
F′w and F′b /Fb , respectively. The difference between their
implementations is that Eq. (5) needs to use the output of the
previous layers in Stage (a) as inputs to the sub-branches,
whereas Eq. (6) directly uses the output of the major branch
in Stage (b). When the BLNN layer is a k × k convolutional layer, to guarantee shape and range consistency, the
two branches of SNN also need similar k × k convolutional
scope. For Eq. (6), we can always use 1 × 1 filters to improve efficiency. For these reasons, we use Eq. (6) to realize
the dynamic model in our experiments. Eq. (5) will only be
used in fully-connected layers or when the inputs of SNN is
different from those of BLNN.
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Figure 4: Implementation of MLNN, where pixel-level meta
knowledge {Fw (Xi ), Fb (Xi )} is extracted in SNN by two subbranches. (a) Input sample; (b) Output of ω1 ; (c) ω0 : two-branch
SNN; (d) Learned meta-knowledge ω2 : {Fw (Xi ), Fb (Xi )}; (e)
Combining the meta-knowledge ω2 by Eq. (5); (f) Output of
MLNN. For implementation of Eq. (6), the input to SNN in Stage
(c) is changed to the gray dashed arrows.

3.4. Understanding Performance Improvements
This subsection explains the source of performance improvements in MLNN from two aspects.
Meta-level learning. As discussed earlier, traditional NN
optimizes the average performance across all inputs, without tailoring its behavior to address the diversity of inputs. In contrast, MLNN uses SNN to learn input-specific
meta-knowledge and provides this information in the form of dynamic weights to BLNN. Stage (d) of Fig. 4 visualizes the meta-knowledge learned, where SNN learns the
meta-information for each pixel and different colors correspond to different classes of inputs. By introducing metaknowledge into BLNN, ω can adapt itself to different types
of inputs, leading to better adaptability of MLNN.
Dynamic weights. An important difference between traditional CNN and MLNN models lies in the dynamic nature of their weights/parameters. During training, inputs for
both are varying and weights are updated. However, during testing, inputs for CNNs are varying but weights are
fixed. For MLNNs, inputs are varying and weights are adaptive. This significantly increases their modeling power. Our
MLNN successfully introduces flexibility into a NN by using dynamic weights. As shown in Fig. 5, the filter kernels
of MLNN are always adaptive to inputs, whereas those of
traditional NNs are fixed. As a result, even when using simpler 48-channel outputs for MLNN, its performance is still
better than a fixed model with 64-channel outputs.
As discussed in Sec. 2.2, existing weight-dynamic NNs
are actually special cases of MLNN shown in Fig. 2. They
do not have a term ω1 to realize the balance between generalization (ω1 ) and input-adaptation (ω2 ). In contrast,
MLNN uses a small number of additional parameters in
SNN to make the model dynamic to inputs. Most of the
parameters are used in the generalization term ω1 to avoid
overfitting and to generalize to unknown scenes.
We can find evidence of MLNN’s good generalization

(a)

↓
(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Super-resolution (Sec. 4) used to compare filter kernels
(Arc 1 trained on dataset-5). (a) The fixed 64 first-layer filters of
the original CNN model. (b) and (c) MLNN model: adaptive filter
kernels on two different input patches (last one). Most of the filters are slightly different, whereas some are significantly different
(indicated by red arrows). MLNN, based on adaptive kernels, can
use a simpler 48 first-layer model to achieve better performance.

behavior by comparing the filter kernels of different inputs. Fig. 5 visualizes the filter kernels of the first layer in a
learned MLNN model. For the two different input patches,
most of the filters are slightly different from each other and
only some are significantly different. It is likely that those
similar filters realize the generalization of the MLNN model, whereas those that are significantly different adapt the
model’s behavior to different inputs.

3.5. Relation to Polynomial and Residual Nets
Polynomial NNs (PNNs) [28, 38] are designed to learn
a polynomial model and possess more powerful capabilities to represent or classify data. The popular CNNs can be
understood as a near linear system, although they use activation functions to increase their modeling power.
Our MLNN can be treated as one kind of well-controlled
and organized PNNs. Since we utilize the dot product to
combine meta-knowledge Fw (Xi ) into the original convolutional layers, Fw (Xi ) can be represented as a near-linear
transformation of Xi . After each MLNN layer, the degree
of the model will increase quadratically, which significantly
increases its complexity when compared to CNNs. Meanwhile, due to the well controlled architecture and parameters, MLNN overcomes the common problems of PNNs [9,24]
that are hard to implement and can easily overfit.
In a more general sense, the MLNN layer can also be
used as one kind of quadratic activation function to effectively increase the search space of the NN model.
Deep Residual Nets [11] insert shortcut connections and
turn a network into its counterpart residual version. This
successfully solves the convergence problem in very deep
NNs and significantly improves the classification accuracy.
Similar to residual learning, we use element-wise additions to combine meta-knowledge Fb (Xi ). In particular, in
implementing Eq’s (5) and (6), when we remove the branch
of Fw , the SNN (as shown in Fig. 4) is directly transformed
to residual connections as those in [41] and [11]. In general,
a residual net partially realizes dynamic learning in the bias
4348

Table 1: Baseline Network Architectures
Layer
Set
set 1

set 2

set 3
set 4

Arc 1 3-layer [8]

Low-Level Vision Applications
Arc 2 3-layer [8]
Arc 3 4-layer [8]

High-Level Classification Applications
Arc 5 4-layer [17]
Arc 6 4-layer

Arc 4 21-layer [42]



conv, 5 × 5, 32

conv, 5 × 5, 20
 Maxpool, 2, 2 
×1
×1 
ReLU, 32 
Maxpool, 2, 2
BatchNorm




conv, 5 × 5, 32








conv, 3 × 3, 64
conv, 1 × 1, 32
conv, 1 × 1, 64
conv, 5 × 5, 64
conv, 5 × 5, 50
 ReLU, 32 


BatchNorm ×19
×1
×1
×1
×1
×1 
Maxpool, 2, 2 
ReLU, 32
ReLU, 64
ReLU, 64
Maxpool, 2, 2
ReLU, 64
 BatchNorm 




conv, 5 × 5, 64






conv, 1 × 1, 64
fc, 500
conv, 5 × 5, 1 ×1
conv, 5 × 5, 1 ×1
conv, 3 × 3, 1 ×1
×1
× 1  ReLU, 64 ×1
ReLU, 64
ReLU, 500
Maxpool, 2, 2






conv, 5 × 5, 1 ×1
fc, 10 × 1
fc, 10 × 1









conv, 9 × 9, 64
conv, 9 × 9, 128
conv, 9 × 9, 128
conv, 3 × 3, 64
×1
×1
×1
×1
ReLU, 64
ReLU, 128
ReLU, 128
ReLU, 64

term. We believe that our MLNN helps partially understand
the performance of residual nets. On the other hand, the
convergence behavior of our MLNN can also be attributed
to the realization of residual learning in MLNN.



Table 2: Evaluations using image supper-resolution (PSNR: dB)
Data set
Arc 1
Arc 2

4. Experimental Results

Arc 3

In this section, we verify the performance of our MLNN
design under multiple application scenarios.1

Arc 4

Model

Dataset-1

Dataset-2

Dataset-5

Original
CNN-c
MLNN
Original
MLNN
Original
MLNN
Original
MLNN

29.97
30.01
30.11
30.05
30.18
30.21
30.31
30.34
30.43

29.01
29.07
29.20
29.08
29.26
29.26
29.39
29.38
29.50

32.64
32.71
32.87
32.73
32.93
32.88
33.03
32.99
33.11

4.1. Parameters and Network Settings

4.2. Low-Level Image Quality Improvement

Table 1 shows the baseline network architectures under
different applications. We replace some convolutional or
fully connected layers in these architectures by MLNN in
order to get new dynamic models. The performance of these
new models are then measured and compared to the original
standard models under different applications.
Given an original [k×k, n] convolutional layer, to ensure
that the number of parameters are not significantly changed,
we discuss their setting when realizing the layer MLNN.
For BLNN, we employ a [k×k, 3n/4] convolutional layer, whereas for SNN, in each SNN branch (Fw and Fb ), we
use two 1 × 1 convolutional layers with ReLU activation
between them. Specifically, we implement one [1 × 1, n/4]
and one [1 × 1, 3n − 2] convolutional layers for Fw ; for Fb ,
we use [1 × 1, n/4] and [1 × 1, n] layers.2
To combine Fw , we first employ T anH (for classification tasks) or Sigmoid (for low-level vision tasks) to restrict the output of Fw , before reshaping it to a 1-band matrix. In contrast to gated structures [36], an activation function after Fw is used to avoid the influence of initializations.
Configurations without activation perform similar to or slightly better (<0.15%) than those with activations, but their
performance highly depends on the initialization of the bias
term in the Fw layers.

In almost all low-level vision applications, each pixel
will be a target and the training data can contain more than
ten million samples. Hence, data diversity is very common
and significant, and dynamic MLNN models will have apparent advantages over standard models.
Image super-resolution, which aims at recovering a highresolution image from a single low-resolution image, is a
classical problem in low-level computer vision. Dong et al.
show that traditional super-resolution algorithms can be replaced by a deep CNN to get better performance and faster
speed [8]. Due to the convenience of collecting and controlling training data, this is one of the most suitable applications to verify the performance of MLNN.
To control data diversity, we build mixed datasets with
five types of images, including natural, depth and cartoon
images, as well as screenshots and oil paintings (with about
100,000 51 × 51 patches for each type, 9/10 for training
and 1/10 for testing). We refer natural image as “dataset-1,”
mixture of natural images and screenshots as “dataset-2”
and mixture of all five types of images as “dataset-5.” We
use three kinds of network structures proposed in [8] and
another much deeper 21-layer residual net [42] as the base
models for evaluations and comparisons.
In each comparison, we implement 3× super-resolution.
The first (for Arc 1-2), the first two (for Arc 3) or the first
five (for Arc 4) original convolutional layers are replaced
by MLNN. All other settings in training are set the same as
those in [8]. Table 2 shows the PSNR for measuring the difference between testing results and ground truths after train-

1 More

details and demonstrations are available in the supplementary
material at http://www.feihuzhang.com/Publication.html
2 For better performance, we can use more complex layers (e.g. two
3 × 3 convolutional layers) in SNN with 20-50% extra computational cost.
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Table 3: Evaluations of Arc1 on 5 types of images (PSNR: dB)
Data Set

CNN

natural images
screenshots
depth images
cartoon images
oil paintings

29.81
28.09
43.89
32.77
30.22

Table 5: Performance comparisons in image classification

Individual Models MLNN

Data Set

30.02
28.38
44.11
33.02
30.38

29.97
28.30
44.23
32.92
30.32

Mnist

Cifar-10

Table 4: Evaluations using image denoising (PSNR: dB)
Architecture

With CNN Model

With MLNN Model

Arc 1
Arc 3
Arc 4

28.71
28.87
29.02

28.87
28.98
29.14
ImageNet

ing for 64 epochs. Fig. 1 further compares the convergence
curves of Arc 1. We observe a) that in all the architectures,
MLNN helps get 0.1-0.3 dB improvement in PSNR; b) that
the improvements are more pronounced as data diversity is
increased. For example, in Arc 1, MLNN only improves
0.14 dB for “dataset-1,” whereas MLNN gets 0.23 dB improvement for “dataset-5” with significant data diversity.
Table 3 shows the detailed results on each type of images in “dataset-5” for Arc 1. When compared to a single CNN trained on “dataset-5,” training the same CNN for
each type of images to get five models leads to better performance. Our MLNN performs even better in four out of
the five types than the CNNs trained for each type. This
happens because MLNN learns pixel-level meta-knowledge
for each pixel and can differentiate input diversities of each
pixel even within a single type of images.
Image denoising is another low-level vision application
that benefits from the development of DNNs. With the
Berkeley Segmentation Database [25] as the ground truth,
random noises are added to the images, using Gaussian
noises with standard deviation in [0, 50]. 240 images are
randomly chosen for training and 60 for testing. We employ
simple fast 3-layer Arc 1-2 and the much deeper 21-layer
residual net in [42] as the base network settings, while keeping all the other settings the same as those in [42] as well
as our MLNN the same as those in image super-resolution.
Table 4 shows that all the three structures with MLNNs get
about 0.11-0.16 dB improvements when compared to those
with the original CNNs after training for 64 epochs.

4.3. High-Level Image Classification
In scene classifications, data diversity is not as significant as low-level vision applications since existing datasets
only contain no more than one million samples. However,
MLNN still helps get 0.4∼1.5% improvements in accuracy
on the following three datasets. Moreover, its improvement
will be more pronounced as data scale is increased.
MNIST database of handwritten digits [22] of 0-9 has
a training set of 60,000 examples and a test set of 10,000
examples. We use a 4-layer network [17] (Arc 5 in Table 1)

Model

Top-1 Error
(%)

Top-5 Error
(%)

Arc 5
MLNN
Arc 6
MLNN
ResNet-44
Res-MLNN-44
ResNet-110
Res-MLNN-110
AlexNet
MLNN-1
MLNN-2
MLNN-3
ResNet-50
Res-MLNN-50

1.11
0.71
18.7
18.3
7.61
6.97
6.38
5.82
42.6
42.2
41.3
41.1
24.53
23.27

19.6
19.0
18.5
18.2
7.89
7.02

as the base setting and get 1.11% error rate on the test set
after 10,000 iterations in training. After changing the first
fully-connected layer to MLNN of Eq. (5), the error rate is
reduced to 0.71%.
CIFAR-10 dataset [20] consists of 60,000 32×32 colour
images in 10 classes, with 6,000 images per class (50,000
for training and 10,000 for testing). The CIFAR10 Caffe
model [17] (Arc 6 in Table 1) was trained for the CIFAR10 classification task. Without any data augmentation, we
trained it for 70,000 iterations with a batch size of 100.
Table 5 shows the error rates obtained with and without
MLNN. The original Arc 6 achieves a top-1 error of 18.7%.
After replacing the fist two convolutional layers by MLNN
(as shown in Fig. 4) with nothing else changed, the error rate
is reduced to 18.3%. We also tested the more complicated
44-layer and 110-layer residual nets [11]. By replacing the
first 3 × 3 layer in each of the residual blocks by MLNN
and training them with data augmentation, the accuracy has
been improved by 0.6%. Since the CIFAR-10 dataset contains only 60,000 samples, data diversity is not as obvious
as that in low-level vision applications where each pixel is
a target. The performance of MLNN is, therefore, limited,
but we still can achieve 0.4∼0.6% accuracy improvement.
ImageNet [6] is a data set with over 15 million labeled
high-resolution images belonging to roughly 22,000 categories. We use the ILSVRC-2012 which is a subset of ImageNet with 1000 images in each of 1000 categories for training and another 50 in each category for validation.
We first use AlexNet [21] as the base setting of the network architecture, which contains five convolutional layers,
three fully connected layers and some non-linear activations. For MLNN-1, we replace the fist fully connected layer of
AlexNet by the implementation of Eq. (5); for MLNN-2, we
change the 3rd and the 4th convolutional layers to the MLNN
implementation of Eq. (6); and for MLNN-3, we include all
the changes in MLNN-1 and MLNN-2. We fixed all other
settings and trained the models for 310,000 iterations without data augmentation. We then tested the more advanced
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ResNet-50 [11] with data augmentation to increase data diversity and to avoid overfitting. We replaced the bottleneck
3 × 3 layer of each residual block by MLNN layers (with 16
layers changed).
Table 5 reports the top-1 and top-5 error rates on the validation data. Convolutional nets with MLNN outperform
the base models by a large margin (0.4%-1.5% in top-1 error rate and 0.6%-1.4% in top-5 error rate). Moreover, the
improvement is more pronounced as we increase the number of MLNN layers from one to three in the base model.

4.4. Effects on Number of SNN Branches
We first study whether improvements are caused by
adding extra branches to the original network. In the CNNc model (Table 2), we use concatenation to replace the dot
product and element-wise addition in Eq. (6). That is, CNNc has the same network branches and even more parameters when compared to MLNN. However, CNN-c has very
limited improvements (0.04∼0.06 dB) when compared to
MLNN (0.14∼0.23 dB). This illustrates that the improvements brought by MLNN are attributed to the its dynamic
behavior with respect to each input.
Since the meta-level knowledge is split into two parts (Fw and Fb ) in our implementation, we test the effects of each branch in the SNN implementation individually.
Firstly, we replace Fw by traditional fixed-weight structures
and add Fb directly to Fw with the output of Fb adjusted to the same shape as Fw . We find that for image upsampling, PSNR drops from 32.87 dB to 32.68 dB, and
for AlexNet classification, the top-1 error rate increases
by 0.61%. These results support our claim that adaptive
weights are effective in MLNN. Secondly, we change Fb
to an identity mapping [12]. We observe that for image
upsampling, PSNR drops from 32.87 dB to 32.7 dB and
for AlexNet classification, the top-1 error rate increases by
0.73%. It is obvious that both SNN branches are indispensable in our model to get good performance.

4.5. Effects on Number of MLNN Layers
The number of the MLNN layers also affects the model’s
performance. In general, as the number of MLNN layers is
increased, the accuracy of the model will first increase and
then begin to drop. For example, in AlexNet [21], if we continue to change the 5th convolutional layer to MLNN to get
MLNN-4, we get similar accuracy as MLNN-3. However,
if we further change the second fully connected layer to get
MLNN-5, the accuracy begins to drop by 0.2%. This happens because after adding a new MLNN layer, the degree
of the model will increase quadratically. As we ceaselessly add more MLNN layers to a model, overfitting begins to
occur at some point. Our experience shows that in a neural
net, we change 1/4∼1/2 of the traditional layers to MLNN
layers in order to get good performance.

Table 6: Complexity and Efficiency Comparisons
Arch.
Arc 1
Arc 4
AlexNet

Model

Params

FLOPs

Speed

Original
MLNN
Original
MLNN
Original
MLNN-2
MLNN-3

8K
8.5K
0.7M
0.69M
60M
60.6M
66M

8.0 × 103
8.5 × 103
7.0 × 105
6.9 × 105
7.3 × 108
7.8 × 108
7.9 × 108

2.5 MPixel/s
2.3 MPixel/s
21 KPixel/s
21 KPixel/s
675 fps
633 fps
619 fps

4.6. Efficiency Comparisons and Analysis
In this subsection, we compare the efficiency of MLNN
with standard CNN models. We implement MLNN based
on the deep learning platform Caffe [17] using a TESLA
K40C GPU. Table 6 compares the computational complexity and the speed of the standard CNN and the dynamic
MLNN models. For low-level vision applications, the computational complexity is directly proportional to the number
of parameters in the model. During the implementation, we
control the number of parameters by reducing the number
of channels of the output after the MLNN layers to offset
the extra parameters used in learning meta-knowledge. As
a result, efficiency does not decrease too much. For image
classification, the running time of the new MLNN model is
only sightly increased by 5-10%.

5. Conclusions
MLNN studied in this paper introduces meta-knowledge
to DNNs in order to allow them to adapt to inputs with
5%∼10% extra computation costs. Meta-knowledge is first
learned by SNN to differentiate various types of inputs and
then combined in BLNN to make the MLNN model adaptive to inputs. We verify its performance improvement using
several high- and low-level vision applications. By replacing some standard convolutional or fully-connected layers
with our MLNN layers in a traditional NN, our new model
can outperform the base model by a large margin.
The MLNN layers are beneficial when the dataset has
large diversity, such as different image types, textures, and
radiometric and noise conditions. Usually, data diversity is
larger as the data scale is increased, and the improvements
brought by MLNN will be more pronounced.
The limitation of MLNN is that in very deep NNs, overfitting may occur when too many MLNN layers are used
(like in a pure MLNN net), as they significantly increase
the degree of the model. As a result, MLNN layers should
be used in conjunction with standard layers (convolutional
or fully-connected layers) in a DNN model.
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